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Finally, the guide that fans of Hasbroâ€™s My Little Pony have waited for is here! With large, full

color photos of every pony, playset and accessory released in the US in the 1980s and 1990s, this

unofficial guide to the first generation of My Little Pony (commonly called MLP G1) from Summer

Hayes provides everything a collector or collectibles seller needs to identify these toys and their

accessories, understand their value, or build a collection. In addition to photographs of each item,

this illustrated price guide contains detailed checklists to help collectors or sellers identify and

reunite each pony in their collection with the accessories that they were originally packed with,

including brushes, ribbons, stickers and more. With in-depth coverage of playsets, Pony Wear,

stickers, mail orders and other exclusive ponies as well as differences and variations in ponies and

accessories, The My Little Pony G1 Collectorâ€™s Inventory is the ultimate MLP resource.

Collectors will also enjoy helpful sections on hard to find pony sets such as Petite Ponies, Dream

Beauties, Little Litters, and stuffed plush. Whether you are a collector looking for a reliable price

guide, an easy way to identify your ponies and keep track of accessories, an eBay or other

collectibles seller looking for help valuing these items or just someone looking for the chance to

remember these beloved toys from your childhood, you will find this to be the most comprehensive

and complete guide to MLP available anywhere. With a foreword from Dream Valleyâ€™s Kimberly

Shriner.
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I have over 400 G1 My Little Ponies, and this is an invaluable encyclopedia of all the My Little

Ponies produced in the 1980s. It's great to check off what I have and set goals for what I want. The

book is organized well, the descriptions are good, and the pictures of every single available pony

are high quality and clear. It's a bible for any true collector. I believe they also have books for G2

and G3 collectors as well.Two critiques:1) This only covers US Ponies, so if you're into collecting

international ponies, there is no information on those sets in here. I'm not sure if there's another

book that covers that.2) The pricing on the various ponies can be completely ignored. This thing

was published years ago, and prices on ponies have risen substantially. Don't rely on the price

guides in here, just use it for the information.

The guide is beautifully done, with clear pictures and fantastic organization. There is clearly a lot of

research and work that has gone into this labor of love, and it shows. This book is just brimming with

valuable information.It's a great resource to have on hand. For those of us with extensive

collections, it really makes all the difference when trying to organize and inventory ponies and

accessories.As someone who owns both of Summer's books, I highly suggest getting one of your

own--it's a great investment!

The pictures in this book are terrific. They are full color and quite detailed. I especially like that

Dream Beauties, petites and little litters are included. Accessories are listed but not always shown

but it's a wealth of information. I am really enjoying reading it.

My girlfriend finally decided to sell her extensive My Little Pony G1 collection. She had 170 MLPs

with all sorts of additional parts, clothes, accessories and structures. I bought this book to help her

identify her MLPs and it was perfect for that purpose. She would have spent untold numbers of

hours trying to identify MLPs online and try to determine an approximate value. With this book, I

probably saved her days, if not weeks, of time doing that research. This book was an invaluable

resource for her. I recommend it without reservation.

I bought this because my toddler is in a My Little Pony phase, and it brought back memories of my

own childhood toys of My Little Pony. I'm not a collector, I don't even watch the show (but then,

neither does my daughter), and yet, I found this book wonderful! Brought back a lot of memories

about my favorite toy (I had the rainbow haired earth pony), and I'm glad that my daughter is

enjoying this toy now. I appreciate the full-color photos and the index of all accessories (it's in the



front, so as not to detract from the pony itself). The playsets and other toys that are part of the MLP

world are also listed, some of them I've never even HEARD of. Wonderful resource (a friend of mine

who still has the Dream Castle from the '80's was interested in borrowing this) for the collector, or

just for the person who, like me, is remembering childhood moments. Highly recommended!

This is a very well organized and complete checklist of ponies and their accessories from the G1 era

(1980s - early 1990s). Each pony has a picture, and some accessories are pictured as well. The

pictures are also fairly high quality, and you can definitely identify each pony by the picture shown.

The ponies and accessories all have tentative prices and values included, though if you want to find

an accurate price for your pony at this exact moment, doing a little research on ebay, etc. would be

a good idea.I do have to say that this is a very good book to use when organizing your collection,

and every MLP collector should own a copy!Note, however, that international ponies are not listed in

this book. These are all American releases.

Still book helps me a lot with knowing what release date the ponies that I order on  or find at thrift

stores. Great pictures and gives you around what or how much they will cost. It is worth to get if you

don't have the time to go on the Internet to find what a ponies name and release date is. Also the

book is great with what pony goes to what collection when they were first brought out. The guide

also helps you know what accessories go to the ponies.

My eleven year old daughter is a collector of My Little Ponies and this guide has really helped her

sort through my childhood ponies.This Guide is well organized and put together. Will be buying the

other ones in the series.
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